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Let (!) c C, (!) # C be an open set with simply connected components. For a
function q> which is holomorphic on (!), three new types of cluster sets are
introduced; the classical cluster sets with values in t are replaced by certain cluster
sets with values in function spaces. We deal with the constmction of holomorphic
functions q> on (!) such that q> and all its derivatives and antiderivatives have
maximal cluster sets of any of these. types at any boundary point of (!)

("holomorphic monsters"). It is also shown that the family of all holomorphic
monsters is a dense subset in the space of all holomorphic functions on (!)

established with a natural metric. © 1988 Academic Press, Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Motivation: Classical Cluster Sets

Let Gee be a domain, suppose that ( is a boundary point of G and let
the function cp be holomorphic on G. The classical cluster set S( cp, G, 0 is
defined as the set of all numbers wEt for which a sequence of points
{ Z n } n E N exists, having the following properties

for n ---+ 00.

It is clear that S(cp, G, 0 is always a nonempty subset of t and if, e_g., ( is
an essential singularity of cp then the corresponding cluster set is maximal;
i.e., we have S(cp, G, 0 = t.

There is an extensive literature on the field of cluster sets. A summary of
the classical results can be found in [22]. In this paper we deal with several
new types of modified cluster sets and the construction of holomorphic
functions having maximal cluster sets. Our results give good insight into
the boundary behaviour as well as into the approximation properties of
holomorphic functions.

One might ask the following question. What is the behaviour of the
holomorphic function cp in the domain G near the boundary point ( if the
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sequence {zn} occurring above is made slightly dependent on a variable z?
To be precise: we shall investigate the behaviour of the sequence of
functions qJ(anz + bn), where z belongs to a certain subset S of C (to be
specified later) and anz +bnE G for all Z E S and all n E I\J; an -+ 0, bn -+ (for
n -+ cx).

The same question arises if we consider, instead of a domain G, a more
general open set (9 c C and a holomorphic function qJ on (9 (which means
that the restriction of qJ to any component of (f) is holomorphic on this
component ).

It is natural to ask if there are functions qJ on open sets (f) c C and
functions f on sets See such that f can be approximated by the values of
qJ near a boundary point (E 0(9 in the sense that

lim qJ(anz+bn)=f(z)
n~ cr:J

holds pointwise or uniformly or almost everywhere on S.

1.2. Notations

Let See be any set. By H(S) we denote the family of all functions
which are holomorphic on S, whereas A(S) consists of all functions which
are continuous on Sand holomorphic in the interior S of S. If S is a
Lebesgue-measurable set in C then we denote by J.L(S) its 2-dimensional
(Lebesgue-) measure and by M(S) the family of all (Lebesgue-) measurable
functions on S.

Let {fn} be a sequence of functions, defined on a set S. If it converges
uniformly on S to a function f, we use the notation fn(z) ~ B f(z). The
sequence will be called compactly convergent on S to f (notation
fn(z) =?sf(z)) if it converges to f uniformly on every compact subset of S.
Finally we writefn(z) -+se-j(z) if it converges almost everywhere tofon S.

Suppose that the function f is holomorphic on an open set (9 c C having
simply connected components. If j E I\J 0 we denote as usual by f U ) the
derivative of f with order j. If - j E I\J we use the abbreviation f U) for an
(arbitrary but fixed) antiderivative off with order -j; i.e., we have for all
z E (9

Any other antiderivatives off with order - j differs from pj) on each com
ponent of (9 by a certain polynomial of degree less than - j.

1.3. Modified Cluster Sets

Let us now define three types of cluster sets. The classical cluster sets
with values in t are replaced by certain cluster sets with values in function
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spaces. We always assume that (fJ c C is an open set, that the function qJ is
hoiomorphic on (!) and that ( is a boundary point of (!).

Cluster sets of type 1. Suppose Bee is a compact set. By S( cp, (9, (, B)
we denote the set of all functions f: B --+ C for which there exist sequences
{an}nEN and {b}nEN such that anz+bnE(!) for all ZEB and all nEN;
an --+ 0, bn --+ ( for n --+ OCJ and

for n --+ 00.

It is clear that S(qJ, (9, (, B) is ,a subset of A(B).

Cluster sets of type 2. Suppose U c C is an open set. By R(cp, (9, (, U)
we denote the set of all functions f: U --+ C for which there exist sequences
{an}nEN and {bn}nEN such that anz+bnE(!) for all ZEU and all neN;
an --+ 0, bn --+ ( for n --+ 00 and

for n --+ 00.

It is clear that R( qJ, f!J, " U) is a subset of H( U).

Cluster sets of type 3. Suppose See is a measurable set. By
T(qJ, (!), (, S) we denote the set of all functions f: S --+ C for which there
exist sequences {an}nEN and {bn}nEN such that anz+bne(!) for all zeS
and all n EN; an --+ 0, bn --+ ( for n --+ 00 and

for n --+ 00.

It is clear that T( qJ, (!), (, S) is a subset of M(S).

Assume that (!) = G, G;6 C, is a simply connected domain. Then in [18]
a "universal" function qJ e H(G) has been constructed such that
S(cp, G, (, B) =A(B) holds for all (e oG and all compact sets B with
connected complement; i.e., the cluster sets of type 1 for qJ in this domain G
are maximal for all (e oG and all those B. Kanatnikov [12] extended this
result in a certain direction for meromorphic functions and several
modified cluster sets.

The problems of the existence of "universal" functions and their
correspondence with the "universal approximation" of functions are
classical; cr. [19] where further references are given. In recent papers the
problem of universal approximation has been investigated by
Voronin [34] who proved that Riemann's (-function has a remarkable
approximation property; extensions and variants of this result are
due to Reich [25, 26] and Gavrilov and Kanatnikov [to]. Universal
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approximation via overconvergence of power series has been studied by
Chui and Parnes [3], Luh [14, 15], Tomm and Trautner [33]. In some
works universal approximation related with problems in summability
theory has been investigated by Luh [16], Luh and Trautner [17],
Faulstich and Luh [7], Faulstich, Luh and Tomm [6].

In this paper we deal with the construction of function cp, holomorphic
on open sets f!J c I[ with simply connected components, such that cp and all
its derivatives and all its antiderivatives have maximal cluster sets of
types 1, 2, and 3 at any boundary point of f!J (Thoerem 4). The basic tools
for the construction of such "holomorphic monsters" are the
approximation theorems of Runge and Mergelyan (and it seems to us that
the use of these results is a powerful method for the construction of
holomorphic functions with prescribed boundary behaviour, cf. Gaier [8;
Chap. IV, Section 5] and Schneider [28]). We shall show (Theorem 5) that
the family of all holomorphic monsters is a dense subset in the space H(f!J),
established with a natural metric.

2. FUNCTIONS WITH MAXIMAL CLUSTER SETS

2.1. The Main Results

We first consider a simply connected domain G =f. I[ and prove the
existence of a universal holomorphic function on G which has maximal
cluster sets of type 1.

THEOREM 1. Let Gel[, G # I[ be a simply connected domain. Then there
exists a function cp E H(G) with the following properties. For all , E aG, for
all compact sets B with connected complement and for all derivatives cpU)
(j E No) and all antiderivatives cpU) (-j EN) we have

S(cpU), G, C B) =A(B).

Proof 1. Without loss of generality we may assume that
ID := {z: Iz I< I} c G. Let {,<k)} keN be a sequence of boundary-points of
G which is dense in aGo

We choose a sequence of Jordan domains {Gn}neN having the proper
ties that for all n EN the boundary aGn is rectifiable (its length is denoted
by L n) that GneGn + 1 C G and that for any compact set KeG there exists
an no = no(K) EN such that K c Gn for all n > no.

For eachjEZ and each kEN we can find a sequence {z~k,j)}neN with
limn ~ 00 Z~k.j) = ,(k) for all j EZ and all kEN such that for fixed nand
k=I, ...,n;j=O, ±l, ±2, ..., ±n the points z~k,j) belong to G n + 1\Gn and
are pairwise disjoint.

640/53/2-2
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Next we choose for any n EN a real number rn E (0, lin) so small that for
k = 1, ..., nand j = 0, ± 1, ±2, ..., ±n the closed disks

are pairwise disjoint and that

u
k= I, ,n

}=o, ±l, , ±n

Obviously Dn is a compact set and its complement is connected. We define

do := 1,

and

(2.2)

2. Let {Qn(Z)}nEI'J be the sequence of polynomials whose coefficients
have rational real- and imaginary-parts. For k = 1, ..., nand j = 0, ± 1,
±2, ..., ±n denote by I1k ,})(w) a polynomial with the property

d}+n ( 2n )--.-F(k'})(w)=Qn (W-Z(k,}» .
dw1 + n n (n + 1) r n n

(2.3)

Next we construct a sequence of polynomials lln(w). Let llo(w) ==°and
assume that for an n EN the polynomials llo(w), ..., lln_l(W) have already
been determined and suppose that It_1(w) is any polynomial satisfying

fI~_l(W) = lln_l(W).

By Runge's approximation theorem we can find a polynomial lln(w) with
the following properties: for k = 1, ..., nand j = 0, ± 1, ..., ±n we have

Now we define

and

max III (W)_pk,})(W)/ <e ,
D~k,j) n n n

00

qJ(w):= L {Pn(w)-Pn_l(w)}.
n=1

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)
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If WE Gn is fixed we obtain

n! f Iln(z)-fin_l(z) d
Pn(w) - Pn- I(w ) = -2. ( )n + I Z.

1tl iJG. Z - W

We therefore get by (2.1), (2.2), and (2.5) for all n~ 2

1
max IP,,(w) - P,,_I(w)1 <2'
G._I n

133

This estimation implies that the series (2.6) converges compactly on G and
hence we have qJ E H(G).

3. Now let j be a fixed integer. We consider the functions

d"+J
p(jl(w) '=-- Il (w)

n • dw"+J n
(nE N),

00

cp~jl(w):= L {P~Jl(w)-p~J21(w)}.
v ~ I

(It follows easily that this series is compactly convergent on G.) If j ~ 0
then cpill (w) is the jth derivative of cp(w) and if j < 0 then cpill ( w) denotes
an antiderivative of cp(w) with order - j. Any other antiderivatives of order
- j differ from cpill (w) by a polynomial of degree less than -j.

For fixed kEN and n EN we compute

(f)(jl(W)_Q ( 2n . (W_Z1k,Jl))
'1'0 n (n+l)r

n
n

00

= L {PVL (w) - p~Jl(w) }
v=n

+ {PUJ(W) _ Q ( 2n . (w _ zlk.J)))}
n " (n+l)r" n ,

and for v~n> IJI we obtain by (2.1), (2.2), (2.5) the following estimation

max IP~jL(w) - PVl(w)1
Iw - z~k.}11 '" ,./2

I
(V+l+ j )!f Ilv+l(z)-llv(z)d I 1

~max 2' ()V + 2 +J Z < ( 1)2'
D. 7l:1 iJG, + I Z - W v +
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and for n> I jl we get by (2.2), (2.3), and (2.4)

Summing up we obtain for n> I j I

max !flJl!)(W)-Qn( 2n (W-Z~k,j»))I<~
Iw - z~k.JII .;; rn/2 (n + 1) rn n

or, equivalently,

I
(.)(rAn+l) (k '») I 2max flJrJ Z+Zn,j -Qn(Z) <-.

Izl';;nj(n+ I) 2n n
(2.7)

4. Now let be given any (E aG, any compact set B with connected
complement, any functionfE A(B) and any jE 7L. We choose a real number
R ~ 1 such that

The function fR with fR(Z) := f(Rz) belongs to A(BR) and hence by the
theorem of Mergelyan there exists a sequence {nd kE N of natural numbers
with nk --+ 00 for k --+ 00 and

(k = 1, 2, ... ). (2.8)

For sufficiently large k we have BRC {z: IZI~ nk/(nk+ 1)} and nk> Ii I·
The set of points z~,j) has the limit point" so we can find sequences
{llsLEN and {ksLEN with k;;n and

lim z~,·j) = (.
s_ 00 s

If we choose
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we get Rasz +bsE G for z E B R' as --+ 0 (independent of j) and bs--+ Cfor
S --+ 00 and by (2.7) and (2.8) we obtain

max Iq>&i)(Rasz +bs ) - fR(Z)I--+ 0
DR

or, equivalently,

(S --+ 00 )

(S --+ (0).

5. Ifj~ 0 then we have q>&i)(z) = q>(j)(z) and our assertion follows. In
case of j < 0 let any antiderivative q>(j)(z) to q>(z) of order - j be given.
Then there exists a polynomial P(z) of degree less than - j such that

forall ZEG.

Let any compact set B with connected complement, any functon fE A(B),
and any boundary point Cof G be given.

If C=1= OCJ we can choose sequences {as LE Nand {bsLE N such that
asz + bsE G for all z E B and all n EN; as --+ 0, bs --+ Cfor S --+ 00 and

(S --+ 00 ).

We therefore obtain

(S --+ (0).

If C= OCJ then we can find a sequence {Cm}mE Nwith Cm E C, Cm E aG, and
Cm --+ 00 for m --+ 00. For any mEN there are sequences {a~m)LE Nand
{b(m)} such that arm)z +b(m) E G for all sEN and all z E B' arm) --+ 0s SE N s s 's ,

b~m) --+ Cm for S --+ OCJ and

(S --+ 00 ).

We choose an integer Sm > m so that the following conditions hold

1
!a(m)I<-

Sm m'

1max IP(a(m) z + blm)) _ P(Y )1 < -'
B Sm Sm ':lm m'
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It follows that (Xm:= at) -. 0, Pm:= bi:) -., = 00, and by a simple
estimation we get

(m -. 00).

Our theorem is proved.

We next consider more generally an open set (9 =f. C with simply connec
ted components and prove by a simple application of Theorem 1 the
existence of a universal holomorphic function on (9 which has maximal
cluster sets of type 1.

THEOREM 2. Let (!) c C, (9 =f. C be an open set with simply connected com
ponents. Then there exists a function cp E H( (9) with the following properties.
For all , E iJ(!), for all compact sets B with connected complement and for all
derivatives cpU) (j E No) and all antiderivatives qJ(j) ( - j EN) we have

Proof There exists a finite or countable set I such that (9;: UiEI Gi ,

where the Gi are pairwise disjoint simply connected domains in iC. For any
i E I we choose a function cp i E H( G;) with the properties as in Theorem 1.
We define the functon cp E H((9) by cp(z) := qJi(Z) if Z E Gi and we shall show
that qJ has the required properties. To this end let there be given any' E 0(9,
any compact set B with connected complement, any function f E A(B), and
any derivative qJU) (jE No) or any antiderivative cpU) (-jE N). We have

for zEG i (i E I,j E 1).

If j < 0 then cpji) is a suitable antiderivative with order - j of CPi on Gi.

1. We first suppose that there exists an ioE I such that' E iJGio' Then
by Theorem 1 there are sequences {an} and {bn} (depending on C, B, 1,
cp~t) such that anz +bnE Gio for all Z E B and all n EN and the property

(n -+ 00).

2. If'¢ aGi for all i E I then there must be a sequence {idkEN and
boundary points Ck E aGik with Ck E C and Ck -. Cfor k -. 00. By Theorem 1
we can choose for any kEN sequences {a~k)} n EN and {b~k)} nE N (depending
on (k' H,f, cpl!» such that a~k)Z + b~k) E Gik for all Z E H and all n EN,

at) -+ 0, b~k) -. (k for n -. 00, and

(n -. 00).
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For fixed kEN we can choose an integer nk > k such that the following
conditions hold

We therefore obtain a(k) --+ 0, b(k) --+ r for k --+ 00 and
n" nk l:,

which proves our theorem.

2.2. Cluster Sets of Types 2 and 3

We first prove the following result.

THEOREM 3. Let f!) c: C, f!) =F C be an open set with simply connected
components and assume (E of!) is fixed. Suppose cp E H(f!)) satisfies
S(q>, f!),', B) = A(B)for all compact sets B with connected complement. Then
the function q> has, moreover, the following properties:

(1) For all open sets V = C with simply connected components we have
R(q>, f!), " V) = H( V).

(2) For all measurable sets S c: C we have T(cp, f!), C, S) =M(S).

Proof 1. Let any open set V c: C with simply connected components
and any function fE H( V) be given. For an e >°we define N.(O:=
{z: Iz-CI <e} if 'EC and N.(O:= {z: Izi > lie} if C= 00. There exists a
finite or countable set J such that V= UjEJ Vj' where the Vj (jEJ) are
pairwise disjoint simply connected domains in C. For any Vj we can
choose an exhausting sequence of Jordan domains {Vjn}ne N such that
Vjn c: Vj,n+ I c: Vj for all n E N and that any compact subset of Vj is
contained in Vjn for all sufficiently large n. The sets

Kn := U Vjn
jEJ
j';;n

(n EN)

are compact and have a connected complement. We have fE A(Kn ). Given
n E N, then by the assumptions made on the function q> we can choose
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sequences {an}nE Nand {bn}nE N with lanl < lin, bnE U1/n(O for all nE N
such that anz + bnE (!) for all Z E Kn, n EN, and

(2.9)

It follows by this construction that q>(anz +bn) =;. v f(z) and assertion (1) is
proved.

2. Now let any measurable See and any function g E M(S) be
given. The function

f(z):= {~(Z) if ZES

if z¢ S

is measurable on C and it suffices to approximate f almost everywhere
on C.

Let there be given an nE N and define 0n:= {z: Izi <n}. Suppose that
the function fn is defined on On by fn(z) :=f(z) if f(z) # 00 and by fn(z)
:= n if f(z) = 00. According to Lusin's theorem there exists a measurable set
Lnc IDn with Jl(ID n\Ln)~ 1/2n+1 and a continuous function gn on Ln with
gn(z)=fn(z) for all zELn. The set L::= {z:zELn, Re(z)¢Q, Im(z)¢Q}
has empty interior and satisfies Jl(L:) = Jl(Ln).

We may choose a compact set M n c L: such that

(2.10)

There exists a finite or countable set I n of natural numbers such that
M~ = UjEJn G~j), where the G~j) denote the components of M~. For any
j E I n choose a point z~) E G~j) and suppose

( .) ('j 'OWznJ :=rj ·e'n where r~) > 0, O~) E ~.

Now consider the sets

HU) := {z = peiO , ~ r(J) < p< 2n- 10- OU) I < 1 }n '2 n 'n n2.2n+j+4'

K '= {lDc U U (GU) U HU»)}c,n • n n n ,

JEJn

Kn is a compact set with connected complement and, since KnC M nc L:,
the interior of Kn is empty. We have
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and hence we obtain with (2.10)

~(li:bn\Kn)~ ~(li:bn\Ln)+~(L:\Mn) +~(Mn\Kn)

1 1 1 1
~ 2n+ 1 + 2n+ 2 + 2n+ 2 = 2n'

139

(2.11 )

By the assumptions made on the function qJ we can choose sequences
{iXn}nEN and {Pn}nEN with liXn\<ljn, PnEN1/n(O for all nE~ such that
(XnZ + Pn E @ for all ZE Kn, n E ~, and

(2.12)

Consider the set K:=U::"~l nk~n K k • Using (2.11) we compute

and therefore we get

Hence our assertion will follow if we can prove that

for all Z E K and n -+ 00.

Suppose Z E K is given, then we can choose an no such that Z E Kn for all
n~no. Hf(z);eoo we obtain for all n~no by (2.12)

Hf(z)= 00 we obtain for all n~no by (2.12)

1qJ(iXnZ + Pn)1 ~ n -I qJ(iXnZ + Pn) - fn(z)\

1
~ n - max IqJ((Xnz +Pn) - fn(z)1 ~ n --.

K. n

This proves assertion (2).

Combining Therem 2 and Theorem 3 we obtain as a simple corollary the
following result.

THEOREM 4. Let @ c C, @;e C be an open set with simply connected
components. Then there exists a function qJ E H(@) with the following proper-
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ties. For all Ce a(!) all derivatives <p(J) (j e No) and all antiderivatives <pc/!
(-je N) satisfy:

(1) S(<p(J), (!), C, B)=A(B)for all compact sets B with connected com
plement;

(2) R(<p(J), (!), C, U) =H( U) for all open sets U with simply connected
components;

(3) T( <pUl, (!), C, S) = M(S) for all measurable sets S.

Clearly the cluster sets which occur in (1)-(3) are maximal and the
assumptions made on B, U, S, respectively, cannot be weakened.

The function <p, constructed in Theorem 2 has-roughly speaking-the
property that all functions which belong to certain natural spaces can be
approximated by the values of <p or any derivative or any antiderivative
near any boundary point of (!). We therefore give the following definition.

DEFINITION. Let (!) c 1[, (!) i: I[ be an open set with simply connected
components. Any function which has the same properties as the function <p
in Theorem 2 is called a holomorphic monster on (!). The set of all
holomorphic monsters on (!) is denoted by m( (!).

3. m((!) AS A SUBSET OF H((!)

We now deal with the question whether it might be considered as a
"normal" feature that a holomorphic function is a holomorphic monster. In
other words, we ask if m((!) is a "big" subset of H((!). To this end a certain
natural metric in H((!) is introduced such that H((!) becomes a complete
metric space. We will show that m((!) is dense in H((!).

3.1. The Metric Space H((!)

Let (!) c 1[, (!) i: I[ be as usual an open set with simply connected com
ponents and let 1= {I, 2, ...,} be a finite or countable set such that

(!)=UG
"lEI

where the G, are pairwise disjoint simply connected components. For any
i e I let {Gin} nE N be an exhausting sequence of Jordan domains with
Gin C GI. n+ 1 C GI for all n and the property that a compact subset of GI is
contained in Gin for all sufficiently large n. Then the sets

(!)n:= U Gin
iel
i~n

(n eN)
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form an exhausting sequence for the open set @. Let cp be a function which
belongs to H(@). For n EN we define

and if f, g E H(@) we define their distance by

d(f, g) := d(f- g). (3.1 )

It follows (compare [4; Chap. VII]) that the space H( @) established with
the metric (3.1) is a complete metric space. For a sequence of functions
fkeH(@) andfeH(@) we have limk_oo d(fk,f) =0 if and only if {fk(Z)}
converges compactly to f(z) on @. This shows that d is a natural metric in
H(@), which is induced by the compact convergence.

We now compare the subset m(@) with H(@) and prove the following
result.

THEOREM 5. Let @ c C, (!) # C be an open set with simply connected com
ponents. Then the set m(@) of holomorphic monsters is dense in H(@).

Proof Let be given any function fE H(@) and any e> O. We have to
show that there exists a fuction cp E m(@) with d(f, cp) < e.

1. By Theorem 2 we have m(@) # 0. We choose an arbitrary
cpoEm(@). A simple argument shows that lim/_ o d(tcpo) =0 and hence we
can choose 0> 0 so that d(ocpo) < e/2.

2. According to Runge's approximation theorem there exists a
sequence {Pk}kEN of polynomials with Pk(z) ~I!!f(z), hence we can
choose a polynomial P with d(P,J) < e/2. If we consider the function cp(z)
.- ocpo(z) + P(z) we obtain

d(cp,J) = d(bcpo + P,J) ~ d(jcpo) + d(P,J) < e

and it remains to show that cp E m(@).

To this end let be given any' E o@, any compact set B with connected
complement, any g E A(B) and j E l. On the open set @denote by cpU) the
derivative of cp with order j if j E No or an (arbitrary but fixed)
antiderivative of cp with order - j if - j EN. If -jEN let pUl be a fixed
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antiderivative with order - j of the polynomial P on C (and hence on (D)

and choose the antiderivative cp&j) of cp on (D so that we have

for Z E (D.

(n ...... (0).

Suppose first that (#- 00. Then by the properties of CPo there exist
sequences {an}nEN and {bn}nEN with an ...... O, bn ...... ( for n ...... oo such that
anZ + bnE (D for all Z E B, n EN, and

° 1 1 1°)
cpbJl(anz + bn) =:-;5 g(z) -;5 P } (0

It follows cp(J)(anz + bn) :::> B g(z) for n ...... 00.

Suppose that (= 00 and choose a sequence {(m}mEN with (mEl[,

(m E o(D, (m ...... 00 for m 00. For any mEN there are sequences {a~m)} nE N

and {b~m)}nE N with a~m) 0, b~m) ...... (m for n ...... 00 such that a~m)z + b~m) E (D

for all Z E B, n E N, and

(n ...... (0).

For any mEN we can choose an integer nm > m so that the following
conditions hold:

max Ip(J)(alm )z +blm») - p(J)(( )1 <~
B nm nm m m'

1 1 10) 1max Im(J)(a(m)z +b(m») --g(z) +- P } (( )1 <-.
B 'f"0 nm nm <5 <5 m m

It follows rxm := an1m) ...... 0, Pm := b~m) ...... ( = 00 for m ...... 00, and
m m

for m ...... 00.

This proves our theorem.
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